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CleanSpace designs and manufactures innovative respiratory protection
solutions for healthcare & industrial employers globally
We understand the importance of best-in-class personal protective equipment that not only performs, but allows the
wearer to work comfortably and interact naturally in their work environment. Our products are designed for maximum
compliance and comfort in the industrial and healthcare setting.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE & DISCLAIMER
ACCEPTANCE

currency figures in this presentation are in Australian dollars ($ or A$) unless stated otherwise.

This presentation has been prepared by CleanSpace Holdings Limited (ACN 150 214 636) (CleanSpace).
By accepting, accessing or reviewing this presentation, you acknowledge and agree to the terms set out in
this Important Notice and Disclaimer.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION
This presentation has been provided to you solely to convey information about CleanSpace and its related
entities, and their activities, as at the date of this presentation. The information in this presentation is
general in nature and does not purport to be complete, nor does it contain all the information which a
prospective investor may require in evaluating a possible investment in CleanSpace. It has been prepared
by CleanSpace with due care, but other than as required by law, no representation or warranty, express or
implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, fairness or completeness of the information. Statements in
this presentation are made only as of the date of this presentation, unless otherwise stated, and the
information in this presentation remains subject to change without notice.
None of CleanSpace, its representatives or advisers is responsible for updating, or undertakes to update,
this presentation. Items depicted in photographs and diagrams are not assets of CleanSpace, unless
stated.
This presentation should be read in conjunction with CleanSpace’s Annual Report for the year ended 30
June 2022 as well as other periodic and continuous disclosure information lodged with the ASX, which are
available at www.asx.com.au and the CleanSpace's Investor page accessible via
https://cleanspacetechnology.com/investor/.

NOT FINANCIAL PRODUCT ADVICE OR OFFER
This presentation is for information purposes only and is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement,
pathfinder document for the purposes of section 734(9) of the Corporations Act or other disclosure
document under Australian law or the law of any other jurisdiction. It is not, and should not be considered
as, an offer, invitation, solicitation, advice or recommendation to buy or sell or to refrain from buying or
selling any securities or other investment product or to enter into any other transaction in any jurisdiction.
It has been prepared without accounting for any person's individual objectives, financial or tax situation or
any particular needs. Readers should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to
their own objectives, financial and tax situation and needs, make their own enquiries and investigations
regarding all information in this presentation including but not limited to the assumptions, uncertainties
and contingencies which may affect future operations of CleanSpace and the impact that different future
outcomes may have on CleanSpace, and seek legal and taxation advice appropriate for their jurisdiction.

FINANCIAL DATA
CleanSpace’s financial results are reported under International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). All
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EFFECT OF ROUNDING
A number of figures, amounts, percentages, estimates, calculations of value and fractions in this
presentation are subject to the effect of rounding. Accordingly, the actual calculation of these figures may
differ from the figures set out in this presentation.

PAST PERFORMANCE
Past performance of CleanSpace, including past share price performance, cannot, and should not, be
relied upon as an indicator of (and provides no guidance as to) future CleanSpace performance. Nothing
contained in this presentation nor any information made available to you is, or shall be relied upon as, a
promise, representation, warranty or guarantee, whether as to the past, present or future.

FUTURE PERFORMANCE AND FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements with respect to the operations and businesses
of the Company. The assumptions underlying these forward-looking statements involve circumstances
and events that have not yet taken place, and which are subject to uncertainty and contingencies outside
the Company’s control. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking
statements. The Company does not undertake any obligation to publicly release the result of any revisions
to forward-looking statements in this presentation or to otherwise update forward-looking statements,
whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise, after the date of this presentation,
except as required by law.
No representation, warranty or assurance (express or implied) is given or made in relation to any forwardlooking statement or estimate by any person (including CleanSpace). In particular, no representation,
warranty or assurance (express or implied) is given in relation to any underlying assumption or that any
forward-looking statement will be achieved. Actual future events may vary materially from the forwardlooking statements and the assumptions on which the forward-looking statements are based.

AUTHORISATION
This presentation has been authorised for lodgement to the ASX by the CleanSpace Board of Directors.

FY22 FINANCIAL SUMMARY
 FY22 revenue ($13.4m) was significantly down (PCP FY21 $49.9m)

recognising major pandemic fuelled sales made in FY21 and market
turbulence.

 Maintained robust high gross margin of 73%. Slightly down (PCP FY21
77%) due to shift to industrial sales (via distribution channels) and
higher freight costs over the year.

 Product and sector sales splits reflects stronger industrial markets and
corresponding decline in healthcare activity as providers tackled staff
shortages and disposable stockpiles.

 FY22 operating expenses $23.9m, 12% up from FY21, driven by

investment in US sales capability and timing of impact from cost
efficiencies.

NEW INITIATIVES
 North America. Investment in a new skilled sales force in Q3. Team
building strong pipeline and progressing strategic partnering.
 Asia. Sector-focused sales teams are improving momentum in the
industrial and healthcare businesses.
 Distribution. Relationships reviewed with steps taken to enhance sales
performance and take advantage of improving market conditions.
 Cost base. Implemented initiatives that significantly reduce spend
to mitigate the US investment and enhance efficiency.
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OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
Improving industrial market conditions. Healthcare sales, with longer lead times and stockpiles still
in place, remain low.


Q1 FY23 revenue. Marginally up on prior quarter.
-
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North America revenue up on prior quarter

-

Europe revenue down on prior quarter reflecting the lower activity
through their summer period

-

Asia revenue up on prior quarter

Sales pipelines. The business’s new initiatives are gaining traction and markets
show a consistent return to normalised purchasing.
-

Industry - strongest positive indicators for growth driven by return of key
account roll-outs, increased distributor activity and shortening sales
cycles.

-

Healthcare - reshaping post pandemic. North America hospitals are more
advanced in rebuilding to improve outbreak response and staff
safety. Australia in recovery mode. Stockpiles still in play.

Distribution. Renewed sales rep activity as they chase growth and margin to
recover business performance.
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NORTH AMERICA
Revenue up on prior quarter. Building significant pipeline
and identified opportunities circa $10m.
PROGRESS IN STRATEGIC AREAS
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Industry. Penetration in mining as MSHA exemptions are passed and
CleanSpace is chosen as the preferred solution over incumbents by large
miners. Emerging national roll out opportunities in manufacturing and
construction sectors.



Healthcare. Several reference hospital groups moving to upgrade their
respiratory programs, initiated by existing networks from the new team. US
hospitals, already familiar with PAPRs in acute care, view CleanSpace as the
new generation and best-in-class system.



Partnerships. Advanced collaborations with Group Purchasing Organisations
(GPOs) and national medical distributors will accelerate sales in the
healthcare market.



Government. Completed Government supplier registrations and several
submissions for projects with defence medical and special operations
forces.
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EUROPE
Industrial activity continues to lift with larger corporate opportunities
returning to the sales pipeline.

 Historically a strong industrial growth business, Europe is seeing the return of customer

investment as supply and services to customers’ operations normalise and PPE stocks fall
away.

- Corporate customers restarted roll-out and standardising to upgrade respiratory
programs across their operations.

- Activity has lifted in key sectors: construction, metal, chemical, pharmaceutical and
waste/water management.

- Improving predictability on the sales process; with shorter sales cycles.
 Distribution partnerships are benefiting from joint sales plans which provide targeted

market coverage and a focus on larger business. Distributor sales teams are back in the
field, chasing higher margin sales to recover financial performance.

 New product (Ax filter) is enabling penetration into chemical and pharma

sectors. CleanSpace EX PAPR/Ax is a unique solution. Leading chemical companies now
advanced in trials to expand their PAPR programs with CleanSpace.
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Re-emergence of corporate
customers undertaking roll-outs and
standardising the use of CleanSpace
in their operations.
Pipeline activity is benefiting from
larger order value.

ASIA
Sector-focused sales model working to drive deeper customer engagement.
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Australian/NZ Industrial revenue growth across core sectors
including construction/infrastructure (silica), mining and metal.
Uplift in corporate activity supported by improved distributor
channels and predictability in sales process.



Healthcare business in APAC is transitioning from managing
through acute outbreaks to ‘normalised’ use and slower
adoption.



Ongoing staff shortages present challenges to getting on site as
well as internal support for adoption and roll-outs in both
industrial and healthcare.



Japan. Launching the servicing model; onboarded new hospitals
and CleanSpace recently won the Japanese Design Award Medical Device innovation.

ADVANCING LEADERSHIP IN TECHNOLOGY
Development program set to deliver next generation, differentiated customer driven solutions.

 Cloud solutions platform. Feedback from early trials with 30+ hospitals in
US, Europe and Asia has been incorporated to finalise
initial commercial solutions that modernise respiratory programs.

 Next generation technology. Accelerated development on new enterprise
solutions that are lighter, smaller and smarter than the existing range.

 Clinical and industrial studies. Completed studies in conjunction with:
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i.

University of Maryland, USA: Adoption of advanced reusable PAPR in
routine clinical use

ii.

Australian and UK construction and energy customers: Real time
measure of protection that confirmed significantly higher (60x N95)
and consistent performance against deadly respirable silica.
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RESPONSIBLY FOCUSED ON COSTS AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Costs significantly down on prior quarter with ongoing initiatives to support lean operations.

 Implemented price increases in line with other PPE manufacturers.
 Initiatives undertaken, including reduced headcount, to achieve a significantly
lower cost base.
 Increased variable components of the cost base in relation to the employee
benefits/selling costs to give the business improved operating leverage.
 Lower running costs are anticipated to continue as the business implements
additional operating efficiencies.
 The Company’s balance sheet remains strong.
 The Board remains confident that the current sales strategy and cost initiatives
will support the business growth and profitability in the medium term.
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VIDEOS FROM NORTH AMERICA AND EUROPE

Amiee Smith
Senior Vice President, North America
Jean-Baptiste Bourdeau
Sales Director, Europe
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REV5

WWW.CLEANSPACETECHNOLOGY.COM

